
Replacement Picker Disc Drum Identifier

What Color Are Your Current Discs?

GREY PURPLE BLACK GREEN WHITE

How many discs 
are on the drum?

21?
Order RD01

22?
Order RD04

23?
Order IN19

34?
Order INP19

None of These? 
Call 800-571-6143

Are there tires or 
extra wide discs
on the drum?

Yes

Are there 
tires just 
on the 
outside 
edges?

Yes

No

Are the discs 12” in 
diameter?

Yes No

Sorry, we can’t 
supply 

replacements 
for these.

Are these drums specifically 
designed for softer golf balls?

Is the 
whole 
drum 

made of 
tires?

Order RD05*

Yes

OR

*This replacement 
drum  will not 
include tires.

How many discs 
are on the drum?

21?

22?
Order RD04

23?
Order IN19

None of These? 
Call 800-571-6143

How many discs 
are on the drum?

21? 22?
Order RD04

23?
Order IN19

None of These? 
Call 800-571-6143

14” in 
diameter?

Yes

OR
6” in 

diameter?

Order INP19

Yes

Please Note: We can 
supply a replacement 

drum but our discs are 
not “softer”.  We do have 

methods for making 
them looser on the golf 
ball, call 800-571-6143 
for this information. It 
is important to inspect 
your picker for out of 
place fingers or ball 

combs before installing.

Order based on the 
number of discs using 
the column to the right.

No

How many discs 
are on the drum?

21? 22?
Order RD04

23?
Order IN19

None of These? 
Call 800-571-6143

Sorry, we 
can’t supply 

replacements 
for these.

Thrasher Golf
(800) 571-6143
www.ThrasherGolf.com
info@thrashergolf.com

All Replacement Drums will be Grey in Color.

The easiest way to ensure proper ordering is to know what type of picker you have.  If you know, use the quick guide to the right.

Before beginning with the Replacement Picker Disc Drum Identifier, you will want to get the following information from your current picker:
1. Count the number of discs.
2. Using a tape measure, measure the diameter of the axle that goes through the center of the discs
3. Inspect the discs to see if there is a brand indicated (this may not always be the brand of picker, as the discs may have been replaced al-

ready) - but it may help you to verify using the chart on the right that you’ve found the right replacement.
4. When in doubt, give us a call - (800) 571-6143 or email us at info@thrashergolf.com (you can also send pictures).

19 w/ 2 tires?
Order RD05*

1” 
Axle? OR

1.5” 
Axle?

Order RD07

1” 
Axle? OR

1.5” 
Axle?

Order RD07Order RD01

Order RD01

1” 
Axle? OR

1.5” 
Axle?

Order RD07Order RD01

Easy Picker - RD01
Hollrock - RD07
Western - RD01W
Eagle One (21 Discs) - RD01E
Eagle One (19 discs, 2 tires) - RD05
Wittek (19 discs, 2 tires) - RD05
Wittek (22 discs) - RD04
Derone (12” disc) - IN19
Derone (14” disc) - INP19
Thrasher Golf (12” disc) IN19
Thrasher Golf (14” disc) INP19
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